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Part A

Answer any ten questions.

Each question carries 2 marks.
 

1.  Write any two sounds produced with a strong sound of fiction.

2.  Give two examples for a word with five syllables.

3.  Mark the stress: She cut her finger.

4.  Identify the noun in the sentence 
(a) It will take all of your energy and will to be able to walk again. 
(b) The works of many great poets have been placed on reserve.

5.  Fill in the blanks with phrasal verbs from the bracket 
(a)Would you mind …….my dog for me this weekened ( Look,lookafter,look up) 
(b) The soldiers advanced ( moved forward,moved in ,moved on)

6.  Use appropriate prefixes or suffixes to fill in the blank 
a] The changes are …............ (manage). 
b] One has to pay higher tax on a ….......... property (commerce).

7.  What do you mean by “note making” ? What are the tips to be followed in “note making” ?

8.  What do you mean by “ partial listening” ?

9.  Which are the two kinds of casual conversation ?
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10.  Mention two useful phrases to greet your Professor in a telephone conversation.

11.  List out most common signpost devices used by writers.

12.  How do we infer when message is plainly stated?

(10×2=20)

Part B

Answer any six questions.

Each question carries 5 marks.
 

13.  What are the consonants of English RP? Explain with examples.

14.  Write a short note on influences of mother tongue in English language.

15.  What are conditionals?

16.  Explain restrictive and continuative cases with example.

17.  Use these idiomatic phrases and form suitable sentences. 
a) Tie the knot.                        b) Kick the bucket. 
c) Let the cat out of the bag.   d) Once in a blue moon. 
e) A piece of cake

18.  Distuinguish between “listening for specific information” and “listening for overall
information”.

19.  What are the useful expressions for seeking clarifications?

20.  A day before interview plays a major role in determining your success. Explain on how to
skillfully utilise that day.

21.  Explain reading and its strategies.

(6×5=30)

Part C

Answer any two questions.

Each question carries 15 marks.
 

22.  Who is an “active listener”. State the qualities of an active listener in detail.

23.  You are the secretary of the Sports Club,Prepare a vote of thanks at the end of the club
inauguration.

24.  What are the discussion etiquettes?

25.  Describe about a tourist place you have recently visited.

(2×15=30)
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